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Abstract: Research on sustainability-oriented partnerships focused either on inter-firm or cross-sector
partnerships separately and often took the partnership as a level of analysis. As opposed to the partnership
level, the firm-level analysis that investigates portfolios of sustainability-oriented partnerships were
brought forward by only a few studies. By drawing on the literature of alliance portfolios, this paper
builds the notion of “sustainable alliance portfolio” further to move scholarly attention towards the bigger
picture of firms’ partnership efforts for sustainability. Taking stock on the research that introduced
organisational cognition to corporate sustainability which showed how partners’ value frames co-evolve,
converge, diverge or fuse over time; this paper theorises how business case and paradoxical frames
impact the configuration, management and development of sustainable alliance portfolios. Overall, this
paper bridges the gap between two constructs-organisational value frames and sustainable alliance
portfolios- and offers propositions for future research to draw attention to the under-theorised portfolios
of sustainability-oriented partnerships.
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1.

Introduction

Society is facing sustainability challenges that require systemic changes in the economic,
environmental and social systems. Firms address these challenges through the creation of new ideas,
services or solutions to social and environmental problems (Lin and Darnall, 2014). A focal firm willing
to tackle these challenges needs to decide whether to make, buy or collaborate with other actors to develop
sustainability solutions (Husted et al., 2010; Husted, 2003; Husted and de Sousa-Filho, 2017). Since firms
lack the resources, competences or legitimacy to act alone, they address these challenges collaboratively,
which leads to the development of two distinct types of partnership: inter-firm and cross-sector (Selsky and
Parker, 2016; Clarke and Crane, 2018; Delmas et al., 2011; Lin, 2012a, 2012b, 2016).
Inter-firm alliances are formed with their suppliers, customers and other businesses including their
competitors; while cross-sector partnerships are formed with organisations from other sectors (public,
private, third) including NGOs, governments, local authorities, inter-governmental organisations and
research institutions (Kolk, 2014). With a few exceptions (Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Schmutzler et al., 2013;
Wassmer et al., 2017; Kolk et al., 2008; van Tulder and Da Rosa, 2012), research thus far has focused
either on inter-firm or on cross-sector partnerships at the dyad level. However, overall, a focal firm
develops and manages an extensive portfolio of various types of alliance and partnership to tackle
different sustainability issues (Wassmer et al., 2012). Research suggests that we still know little about
such portfolios (Wassmer et al., 2012; Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Schmutzler et al., 2013).
This paper draws on the alliance portfolio literature within the realms of corporate strategy and
innovation to develop the notion of “sustainable alliance portfolios (SAPs)”. First and foremost, this
paper highlights the need to study SAPs, since research on SAPs is necessary to enhance our
understanding of inter-organisational sustainability action. Second, SAPs show what a focal firm does
about different sustainability issues; therefore, the study of SAPs gives an overview of the
sustainability actions of a focal firm. Third, SAPs also demonstrate a possibility to create synergies
within a portfolio as opposed to dyadic or triadic relations (Wassmer, 2008). If SAPs are managed well,
then a focal firm can implement their learnings from the individual partnership across its portfolio
(Wassmer et al., 2017; Dzhengiz and Malik, 2020; Dzhengiz, 2020). Finally, an SAP holds great
potential to demonstrate how complex a focal firm’s cognition is when it comes to sustainability. From
the logic of “tell me who your friends are, and I will tell you who you are”, the characteristics of the
SAP are likely to be the outcome of a firms’ cognition about sustainability, and hence its organisational
value frames (OVFs).
OVFs impact the priorities of a focal firm in creating economic, environmental and social value;
in other words, the extent to which sustainability is integrated into the business (Le Ber and Branzei,
2011; Laasch, 2018). OVFs also explain with whom a focal firm chooses to partner and why
(Nooteboom et al., 2007). In the context of corporate sustainability, we can assume two frames that
dominate the sustainability cognition: business case, and paradoxical (Hahn et al., 2015). The business
case frame motivates a firm to address the creation of social and environmental value to the extent that
it creates economic value (Carroll and Shabana, 2010; Hockerts, 2015). A paradoxical frame, on the
other hand, motivates a firm to juxtapose different values and accommodate the tensions between them
without prioritising one over the others (Hahn et al., 2015).
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This paper applies the literature on commercial alliance portfolios to the context of sustainability
and bridges the gap between OVFs and SAPs. It theorises how configuration, management and
development of SAPs vary at firms with the business case and paradoxical frames. Development of this
theoretical link enables us to explain the origins and limits of cognitive diversity in SAPs. It also allows
us to explain how the management of SAPs is different from that of a single partnership. Finally, this
theoretical link shows us the co-evolution of OVFs and SAPs, as a focal firm transitions towards
sustainability. Overall, this paper generates propositions that provide new theoretical insights and creates
an alternative space to discuss the origins of sustainability-oriented partnerships; therefore, it contributes
to theory on sustainability-oriented partnerships, organisational cognition in corporate sustainability
context and alliance portfolios.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. The theory section introduces three areas of
literature: alliance portfolios (configuration, management and development), organisational cognition
and OVFs in the corporate sustainability context, and the mechanism of cognitive homophily. In the
following section, the impact of the business case and paradoxical frames on the configuration,
management and development of SAPs is theorised. Finally, the conclusion section summarises the
contributions of this paper and offers insights for future research.
2.

Theory

2.1. Alliance portfolios
Strategic alliances are “voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, sharing, or
co-development of products, technologies, or services” (Gulati, 1998,). They are formed to acquire
knowledge, develop new skills or capabilities (Kogut, 1988; Hamel, 1991; Inkpen and Crossan, 1995;
Lin and Darnall, 2014, 2010; Baranova and Meadows, 2016) or gain legitimacy (Dacin, 2007; Herlin,
2013; Weidner et al., 2016). Research shows that a focal firm enters many alliances with various
partners, developing an alliance portfolio which is the aggregate of all strategic agreements (Wassmer,
2008; George et al., 2001; Gulati, 1998). A single alliance is formed either to exploit existing
technologies or to explore new ones. An alliance portfolio, on the other hand, is a space where the
firms address the tensions between exploitation and exploration and balance them to achieve
ambidexterity at the firm level (Lavie, 2007; Lavie et al., 2011; Wassmer et al., 2017). Therefore,
alliance portfolios hold strategic importance for a firm’s competitive strategy. Wassmer (2008)
reviewed the literature on alliance portfolios and highlighted three research areas: configuration,
management, and development.
2.1.1.

Alliance portfolio configuration

An alliance portfolio configuration refers to structural characteristics such as portfolio size or
portfolio heterogeneity (or diversity) and relational characteristics such as strength or quality of
relationship (Wassmer, 2008; Hoffmann, 2007; Lucena and Roper, 2016; Jiang et al., 2010; Oerlemans
et al., 2013; Cui and O’Connor 2012; Cobena et al., 2017). Studies have often focused on the impact
of these structural and relational characteristics on performance. For instance, some found an inverted
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U-shape relationship between alliance portfolio size and innovation performance, moderated by the
level of centralisation and formalisation (related to portfolio management) of the alliance portfolio
(Faems et al., 2012).
Perhaps the most discussed structural characteristic of an alliance portfolio is homogeneity or
heterogeneity (Cui and O’Connor, 2012; Lucena and Roper, 2016; Wuyts and Dutta, 2012). We can
understand portfolio heterogeneity based on the type of diversity it contains in terms of resources,
organisational functions, different forms of governance, represented industries, geographical or
national background of partners, partner types (organisational forms of partners) or organisational
cognition (Jiang et al., 2010; Oerlemans et al., 2013).
This paper focuses on the heterogeneity of organisational cognition; in other words, cognitive
diversity (Nooteboom et al., 2007). Cognitive diversity refers to the variance of belief systems in an
alliance portfolio (Nooteboom et al., 2007). Studies found that cognitive distance had an inverted
U-shaped relationship with innovation performance since too much distance made inter-organisational
learning difficult and yet too little distance did not stimulate partners to learn from each other as their
knowledge pools were too similar (Nooteboom, 2007, 2009; Wuyts et al., 2004; Nooteboom et al.,
2007; Penney, 2018).
The relational configuration of an alliance portfolio is about the qualitative nature of the
relationships between the partners. There are three types of partners that a focal firm can engage: friends,
acquaintances, and strangers (Li et al., 2008). Friends are “potential alliance partners with whom a firm
has developed strong-form of trust through multiple previous interactions” or those that are perceived
“trustworthy, independently of whether or not exchange vulnerabilities or governance mechanisms exist”
(Li et al., 2008). When firms experience market uncertainty, they try to reduce this uncertainty by adding
new relationships into their portfolio with their already existing partners, meaning their friends (Beckman
et al., 2004). However, it does not mean that firms are locked into their existing relationships forever.
Firms “tend to explore and broaden their alliance networks when they are experiencing very high degrees
of firm-specific uncertainty and low levels of market uncertainty” (Beckman et al., 2004). In these
circumstances, they engage with acquaintances and even strangers. Acquaintances refers to partners that
the focal firm knows about but may not yet have developed a greater trust with (Li et al., 2008). Finally,
strangers are “potential alliance partners that are unknown to each other” where, among other things,
trust is at its weakest due to each party’s lack of knowledge about the other (Li et al., 2008). In an alliance
portfolio, a focal firm would have different quantities of friends, acquaintances and strangers. The
composition of friends, acquaintances and strangers would evolve as the firm evolves in line with the
changes in its external and internal environment.
2.1.2.

Alliance portfolio management

Firms pursue multiple goals through simultaneous alliances, and their portfolios enable them to
“create a more substantial experience base to accelerate their learning on how to design and manage
strategic alliances” (Wassmer, 2008). The management of alliance portfolios involves the development of
tools and systems to manage different alliances simultaneously and routines and practices to capture, codify
and share alliance-related knowledge (Kale et al., 2002; Kale and Singh, 2007; Schreiner et al., 2009;
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Hoffmann, 2007). Therefore, an essential aspect of alliance portfolio management is where alliance
portfolios are coordinated, as it impacts how the firm builds capabilities to manage alliances in its portfolio.
A dedicated alliance function is a departmental unit that is responsible for managing all of a firm’s
interactions (Kale and Singh, 2007, 2009; Findikoglu and Lavie, 2018). Having a dedicated alliance
function may help a firm by providing a “focal point for capturing and storing alliance management
lessons and best practices”, enhancing “visibility and awareness of the firm’s alliances among external
stakeholders” and giving legitimacy to demand for the “internal resources necessary for alliance
success” (Kale and Singh, 2009, 2007). While some studies found that a dedicated alliance function
positively impacts alliance success due to its enhanced approach to initiating, modifying and
coordinating alliances, others highlighted that a dedicated function might limit a firm’s flexibility due
to extensive formalisation (Kale et al., 2002; Wassmer, 2008; Findikoglu and Lavie, 2018). A recent
study found that “the dedicated function enhances the ability to leverage firm-specific routines but
limits the ability to successfully employ partner-specific routines” (Findikoglu and Lavie, 2018). In
sum, while a dedicated unit may help to manage alliance portfolios more efficiently, paradoxically, it
may reduce the possibility of partner-specific organisational learning (Findikoglu and Lavie, 2018).
2.1.3.

Alliance portfolio development

Alliance portfolios develop as a result of formations and terminations of individual alliances, also
referred to as alliance portfolio reconfigurations (Wassmer, 2008). Studies showed that the
development of an alliance portfolio may be driven by a firm’s responses to changes in its external
environment (Lavie and Singh, 2011), such as technological discontinuities (Asgari et al., 2017),
changes in the market and competition (Ozcan, 2018) or a firm’s internal competence or resource needs
(Hoffmann, 2007; Wassmer et al., 2017; Chiambaretto and Wassmer, 2019). In sum, alliance portfolios
co-evolve with firm-level strategy (Lavie and Singh, 2011; Chiambaretto and Fernandez, 2016;
Chiambaretto and Wassmer, 2019). Here, co-evolution refers to the intertwined relationship between
the change in a firm’s strategy and its alliance portfolio. Two elements drive this co-evolution: internal
needs and changes in the external environment (Lorenzoni and Lipparini, 1999; Chiambaretto and
Fernandez, 2016; Chiambaretto and Wassmer, 2019). A firm’s internal needs determine what resources
it must acquire and utilise, which in turn influences firm strategy and leads to changes in the portfolio
(Chiambaretto and Wassmer, 2019); changes in the external environment, such as changes in the
dynamics of competition or industry norms, also impact firm strategy, which also influences portfolio
reconfigurations (Lorenzoni and Lipparini, 1999).
The co-evolution of the portfolio with firm strategy is not independent of those who are managing
it; on the contrary, their aspirations about the firm’s strategy and their bounded rationality and
cognitive limitations impact this co-evolution (Ozcan and Eisenhardt, 2009; Kavusan and Frankort,
2019). A recent study proposed that alliance portfolio reconfigurations may be driven by the dominant
logic which can be understood as the “common way for managers to view their business and allocate
resources, manifested in the expectations and assumptions managers hold about a particular business
context” (Penney, 2018). This study proposed that those “managers [that] match alliance portfolio
diversity to the firm’s dominant logic(s), will experience greater operational synergies, learning
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opportunities, and performance”, and if they fail to do so, “performance suffers, and the firm will need
to either add a new dominant logic or change the existing logic” (Penney, 2018).
2.2. Organisational value frames in corporate sustainability
Organisational cognition, also referred to as organisational schemata (Rerup and Feldman, 2011),
shared interpretation system (Weick, 1995) or organisational focus (Nooteboom et al., 2007), is about
how the organisation thinks and interprets situations or external events. This interpretation depends on
frames that are defined as “a set of shared assumptions, values, and frames of references that give
meaning to everyday activities and guide how organisational members think and act” (Rerup and
Feldman, 2011). Indeed, these frames would vary depending on the issue or area of the business.
Organisational value frames (OVFs) are specific frames about “interpretations of value which
comprise the organising principles of what is valued and valuable” (Kaplan and Murray, 2008). OVFs
matter in studying alliance portfolios, as they motivate firms’ agency to build collaborations, guide
organisational action towards partners and justify beliefs regarding this action (Le Ber and Branzei,
2011; Watson et al., 2018).
OVFs also matter in the corporate sustainability context; because they impact whether a firm
prioritises creating or capturing economic, environmental or social value (Laasch, 2018; Dzhengiz and
Hockerts, 2019). While managerial and organisational cognition in corporate sustainability is still in its
development phase (Grewatsch and Kleindienst, 2018; Le Ber and Branzei, 2011; Gröschl et al., 2017;
Hahn and Aragón-Correa, 2015; Joseph et al., 2019; Maon et al., 2008), a seminal paper proposed two
frames: business case and paradoxical frames (Hahn et al., 2015). Frames other than business case and
paradoxical exist (Dzhengiz and Hockerts, 2019). For instance, business frames represent the
unsustainability of decision-makers as it is characterised by a very narrow focus on economic outcomes
(Sharma and Jaiswal, 2017), or instrumental environmental and social frames demonstrate the
environmental or social value creation objectives of ecopreneurs or social enterprises (Dzhengiz, 2018).
However, since this paper focuses specifically on for-profits in the context of corporate sustainability, only
business case and paradoxical frames will be discussed here. Hahn et al. (2015) originally developed these
frames at the individual level. By assuming interpretive dominance (Prahalad and Bettis, 1986) and taking
a similar approach to that of Grewatsch and Kleindienst (2018), business case and paradoxical frames are
applied to the organisation-level phenomenon. Based on Hahn et al. (2015), what follows is the content
and structure of these frames.
2.2.1.

Business case frames

Business case frames are based on an alignment logic which motivates the organisation to
eliminate tensions between economic, environmental and social value objectives (Hahn et al., 2015).
When faced with tensions in aligning non-financial values with their financial ones, firms with this
frame will dismiss the non-financial ones (Hahn et al., 2015; Joseph et al., 2019). This frame has a low
degree of differentiation and integration of different frames (environmental and social) that guide
sustainability interpretations. Therefore, these organisations pursue sustainability initiatives to create
environmental and social value while reducing cost through eco-efficiency or socio-efficiency and
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enhancing income by generating market returns and accessing new markets (Dyllick and Hockerts,
2002; Hockerts, 2015). That is, they pursue only those sustainability initiatives that would also
contribute to their economic bottom line.
2.2.2.

Paradoxical frames

Paradoxical frames are based on an integration logic that acknowledges “the tension between
opposing task elements, yet understand[s] that combining opposing task elements tempers the
undesirable side effects of each element alone and leads to new solutions that integrate both elements”
(Miron-Spektor et al., 2011). Paradoxical frames have a complex structure due to a high degree of
differentiation because they recognise all economic, environmental and social bottom lines
distinctively (Hahn et al., 2015). At the same time, they have a high degree of integration since they
take into account the interconnectedness between these bottom lines (Hahn et al., 2015). Therefore,
with their highly complex frames, these organisations are expected to create environmental, social, and
economic value simultaneously without prioritising one over the other (Gao and Bansal, 2012; Joseph
et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2015).
2.3. Cognitive homophily and value homophily
Cognitive homophily refers to the mechanism that drives “cooperation between similar strangers to
maximise the chance of successful cooperative interactions because similar individuals [are] more likely
to share relevant behavioural tendencies” (Haun and Over, 2015). While evolutionary psychology utilises
the concept of cognitive homophily to explain the cooperation between similar individuals, cognitive
homophily also applies to the same phenomenon in groups and organisations (Haun and Over, 2015).
Cognitive homophily is about the similarity between partners in terms of resources, network
positions, status and values in the partnership context (Chung et al., 2000; Mitsuhashi and Greve, 2009;
Knoben et al., 2019; Ahuja et al., 2009). For instance, a recent study showed that some INGOs were
“more likely to collaborate when they [had] similar (closer) founding dates, when they [were]
headquartered in the same geographic region, when they were headquartered in the same global
hemisphere (north/south), when they [had] the same status, and when they [had] common funding
partners” (Atouba and Shumate, 2015).
In this study, value homophily is considered critical in sustainability collaborations. Value
homophily is “the idea that it is more rewarding to interact with others who hold similar values” since
“others who see things as we do are more likely than dissimilar others to be empathetic and to provide
us with positive feedback” (Ingram and Morris, 2007). In the context of corporate sustainability, value
homophily means a focal firm selecting partners that have similar OVFs. While it is expected to see
that value homophily yields positive relational outcomes, it is, at the same time, the self-confirmation
bias of “actors that seek relationships with others sharing their beliefs about [sustainability] issues”
(Henry and Dietz, 2012).
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3.

Theorising sustainable alliance portfolios

SAPs are the collection of both inter-firm alliances and cross-sector partnerships that a focal firm
forms to generate product, process or organisational innovations to address environmental and social
sustainability challenges (Schmutzler et al., 2013; Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Dzhengiz and Malik, 2020).
That is, in addition to having inter-firm alliances in their portfolios as described in the alliance portfolio
section, SAPs also include cross-sector partnerships (Dzhengiz, 2018). Cross-sector partnerships are
long-term interactions between organisations from at least two sectors to address social or
environmental problems between businesses and government (Stadtler, 2014; Lin, 2016) or civil
society members such as NGOs (den Hond et al., 2012), and sometimes in a tripartite form that
combines all sectors (Clarke and Crane, 2018; Kolk, 2014). While they are of strategic importance to
firms, only a few alliance portfolio studies addressed cross-sector partnerships within a broader
alliance portfolio (Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Schmutzler et al., 2013; Kale and Singh, 2009; Kolk et al.,
2008; van Tulder and Da Rosa, 2012).
Inter-firm partnerships are formed to provide economic value that may also bring environmental
and social value, often without contradicting the business case. Different from them, cross-sector
partners may “enact contradictory value creation logics” (Le Ber and Branzei, 2011), since conflicts
may “arise when the operationalisations of two values are seen as incompatible” (Garst et al., 2019).
This value-based distance between partners may yield issues in the initial engagement phase for
building trust, in the implementation phase, making communication and operation difficult, and finally
in the impact assessment phase when parties evaluate the outcomes of these partnerships differently
(Reficco and Márquez, 2009; van Tulder et al., 2015; Athanasopoulou and Selsky, 2012).
3.1. Sustainable alliance portfolio configuration
Value homophily would impact different outcomes in terms of the structural and relational
configuration of the SAP.
In this paper, a homogenous portfolio is one that contains the low value-based distance between
partners. Firms with business case frames have a low degree of complexity due to low differentiation
and integration of sustainability bottom lines. Their narrower perception would mean that across all
spaces, the firm is focused on creating a business case. Therefore, to firms with this OVF, homophily
applies by motivating them to engage with organisations sympathetic to the creation of a business case.
For instance, a study finds that managers in such firms “divide the NGO collective between those they
think they can work with and those who, no matter what position companies adopt, will always oppose
them” (Lucea, 2010). Therefore, it is likely that these firms will choose partners that they have a low
value-based distance with and create more homogenous portfolios in comparison to those with
paradoxical frames.
A heterogeneous portfolio contains high value-based cognitive distance between partners. When
the complexity of frames increases, firms would be able to incorporate environmental and social
frames in different organizational spaces. In spaces where firms can maintain the existence of
environmental and social frames, they can connect with others that carry instrumental environmental
and social frames as well (Hahn et al., 2017; Hahn and Aragón-Correa, 2015). Therefore, to firms with
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paradoxical frames, value homophily applies by motivating them to engage with various organisations
with different value frames. For instance, these firms would not experience a great value distance with
environmental or social NGOs since they also associate themselves with such frames. Therefore, it is
likely that they create more heterogeneous portfolios than those with business case frames.
Dzhengiz (2018), in the context of electricity utilities, finds that electric utilities with business
case frames partnered with other businesses to a much greater degree. Whereas those with paradoxical
frames demonstrated a portfolio configuration in which cross-sector partners such as environmental
NGOs had a more critical role. To further illustrate this, let us consider the green transition of a black
energy company to a green one (Dzhengiz and Malik, 2020). Dzhengiz and Malik (2020) finds that as
a company integrates sustainability to its core business, and hence its organisational value frames
moves from business case to more paradoxical and complex, the diversity of partnerships in the
portfolio increases.
Proposition 1a: Due to the impact of value homophily and the content and structure of their
frames, the SAPs of firms with paradoxical frames are more heterogeneous than the SAPs of firms with
business case frames.
Firms with the business case and paradoxical frames also differ with regards to their SAPs’
relational configuration. Firms with business case frames are less interested in the engagement with
stakeholders that have no financial impact on their business (Watson et al., 2018). They collect less
information about sustainability issues with limited breadth and detail of scanning and aim to respond to
sustainability challenges with pragmatic solutions (Hahn et al., 2015). In addition to value homophily, a
firm as such would mostly engage with friends to enhance efficiency, reduce transaction costs and time
spent finding new partners and avoid the ambiguity of partnering with the unknown (Beckman et al.,
2004; Li et al., 2008). Friends, in this context, consist of industry peers, and some environmental or social
NGOs that they have already worked with to offset their environmental impact or improve their
reputation by corporate philanthropy. These firms may also have some acquaintances. These
acquaintances would be organisations that they have not yet worked with formally in an alliance setting.
But, if they did, the partners would see the potential for improving their alliance and social legitimacy
(Weidner et al., 2016). For instance, a firm such as this may partner with WWF or OXFAM, who are
known for their corporate partnerships with global MNCs (Šimunović et al., 2018).
Firms with paradoxical frames, on the other hand, would engage with a diverse set of stakeholders,
scan environmental and social issues with high breadth and detail and aim to respond with prudent
solutions (Hahn et al., 2015). A firm such as this would go beyond partnering with friends and
acquaintances and may add strangers to their SAP. In this context, strangers may be radical NGOs that
rarely partner with businesses and often take an advocacy role such as the World Rainforest Movement
(Šimunović et al., 2018). While these organisations may be unknown to a focal firm and perceived as
a radical organisation by others, they may not even necessarily perceive their stranger partners as
“strange” due to the complexity of their OVFs.
Proposition 1b: Due to the impact of value homophily and the content and structure of their
frames, firms with paradoxical frames would have more strangers and acquaintances in their SAP,
when compared to firms with business case frames.
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3.2. Sustainable alliance portfolio management
SAPs can also be viewed as spaces in which the tensions between different OVFs are either
eliminated or juxtaposed (Wassmer, 2008; Wassmer et al., 2017).
Firms with business case frames would have SAPs that consists of friends with similar OVFs and
a few acquaintances with less similar OVFs. Due to their alignment logic that aims to eliminate
tensions, separating friends from acquaintances would provide operational efficiencies and help create
synergies across similar partnerships in these firms. Besides, since they prioritise efficiency and costsaving when coordinating, they would generally enjoy mechanistic coordination (Schneider et al.,
2014). Through this logic, their inter-firm alliances would also be coordinated from a dedicated
alliance portfolio function. In contrast, their cross-sector partnerships would be coordinated from a
dedicated corporate sustainability function.
Proposition 2a: Firms with business case frames would prefer mechanistic coordination of
alliance portfolios and sustainability management; managing inter-firm partners in a dedicated
alliance unit, while managing cross-sector partners in a dedicated corporate sustainability or
stakeholder engagement unit.
For firms with paradoxical frames, SAPs consist of seemingly contradictory and inconsistent OVFs
due to the mix of friends, acquaintances, and strangers. Due to their logic of integration and juxtaposition,
these firms would enjoy organic coordination mechanisms that provide greater flexibility, knowledge
exchange and cross-functional integration (Schneider et al., 2014). While these organisations would still
benefit from a dedicated corporate sustainability function which may serve as “an internal changemanagement consultancy, a repository of how-to knowledge and relationship managers” (Grayson and
Arevalo, 2011), they would manage inter-firm and cross-sector alliances across all functions. For
instance, the purchasing function may work through the facilitation of a corporate sustainability function
to address sustainable supply chain issues (Wilhelm et al., 2016), while engaging with customers in the
marketing and sales functions for sustainable consumption initiatives (Mariadoss et al., 2011). Overall,
these companies would demonstrate collaborative business models and embed alliance management into
different functions (Rohrbeck et al., 2013; Pedersen et al., 2018).
Proposition 2b: Firms with paradoxical frames would prefer organic coordination of alliance
and sustainability management; managing alliances and partnerships across all functions in a
collaborative business model.
3.3. Sustainable alliance portfolio development
In this paper, it is assumed that firms would follow an evolutionary path from narrower to broader
frames. The evolution of OVFs at a focal firm would originate from the point of rejection of corporate
sustainability, which is an even narrower frame than the business case frames, from business frames
(Sharma and Jaiswal, 2017; Branzei et al., 2000; Dzhengiz and Hockerts, 2019). It is assumed that firms’
cognition would evolve from these business frames, to business case frames and finally to the paradoxical
frames (Dzhengiz and Hockerts, 2019). This evolution would be intertwined with the evolution of SAPs,
triggered at first by external and then by internal events. The structural and relational configuration of
SAPs would co-evolve with OVFs, as can be gathered from proposition 1a and 1b and updated in
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proposition 3a and 3b. In this section, the co-evolution OVFs with relationships specific to cross-sector
partnerships are discussed.
External events often induce a change in OVFs, as firms sense changes around them and adjust
themselves to maintain their legitimacy (Dacin et al., 2007; Le Ber and Branzei, 2011). The first shift (from
business to business case frames) is largely induced by the increased legitimacy of sustainability in the
external environment (Hoffman, 2001). For instance, Hoffman (2001) showed that many firms shifted from
business to business case in the chemical industry when they perceived a significant mismatch between
their frames and the environment, and realised that not shifting would reduce their legitimacy (Dacin et al.,
2007; Vurro et al., 2011). For example, if a chemical company receives criticisms about the use of a certain
pesticide damaging the environment, they may simply reject the criticisms and keep their position, thus
attempting to remain legitimate using framing activities that demonstrate a justification for the use of the
pesticide (Scherer et al., 2013). However, if they perceive that the public demand requires a more proactive
action, then they may shift their frame towards announcing the phase-out of the pesticide (Scherer et al.,
2013), hence a shift from business to business case.
In a similar vein, Valente (2012) called this an extraneous phase in which the focal firm would
attribute “issues to external factors beyond their locus of control”. At most, to maintain legitimacy,
they may engage with philanthropic activities with an NGO for charitable donations (Austin, 2000).
When they realise the reputational benefits of this philanthropic engagement, they will start shifting
towards business case frames. As a result, they become more willing to add other philanthropic
alliances to their SAP while terminating partnerships with some reactive coalitions and unsustainable
partners (Penney, 2018), which in turn would reconfigure their SAP (Wassmer, 2008). As their SAP
co-evolves with their OVFs, some philanthropic cross-sector partnerships may gradually shift to
transactional relationships (Austin, 2000).
Transactional relationships entail resource exchanges, such as cause-related marketing, event
sponsorship and other service arrangements (Austin, 2000; Selsky and Parker, 2010). These relationships
require more frequent interactions than philanthropic ones, hence allowing firms with business case
frames to spend more time with their partners (Austin, 2000; Selsky and Parker, 2010). At the alliance
level, partners compare each other’s frames and negotiate for a shared frame that emerges through
interactions; their frames would fuse, or a new frame would emerge (Seidl and Werle, 2017; Le Ber and
Branzei, 2011). This negotiation process exposes firms to different OVFs (Klitsie et al., 2018). Thanks
to boundary spanners, different OVFs permeate within the firms (Sharma and Good, 2013), get combined
with the dominant frames and lead to a cultural transformation (Le Ber and Branzei, 2011).
Such transformation, however, is often coupled with internal events (Valente, 2012), such as
hiring new senior managers from different backgrounds (Guerci and Carollo, 2015; Joseph et al., 2019).
For instance, at Puma, such a shift was coupled with the change in the cognitive frames of their
previous CEO who induced a shift in OVFs due to the complexity of their cognitive frames (Gröschl
et al., 2017). The second shift (from business case to paradoxical) would also impact some
transactional relationships moving them towards transformational relationships that allow firms to
create a merged identity with different partners (Austin, 2000). In these relationships, the boundaries
between organisations can become blurry (Selsky and Parker, 2010), which enhances the maintenance
of paradoxical frames.
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Such observations have already been made in the previous literature and that scholars have
already proposed that alliance relationships evolve in the lifetime of a partnership (Austin, 2000;
Austin and Seitanidi, 2012a, 2012b). Similarly, others have also explained how not only partnership
relations but also frames may shift overtime at firms (Gröschl et al., 2017) and within partnerships (Le
Ber and Branzei, 2011). Recently, some scholars have proposed that as the firms’ sustainability
orientation would change, so would their partnership motivations and that there are evolutionary
dynamics even in the partnership motivations of firms (Riandita, 2020). Herein, these observations are
synthesised. Hence the below is proposed as an extension of already existing literature:
Proposition 3a: The structural configuration of SAPs would evolve from more homogenous to
heterogenous as firms evolve from business case to paradoxical.
Proposition 3b: The relational configuration of SAPs would evolve from an SAP dominated by
mostly friends and some acquaintances to a more diverse SAP with friends, acquaintances and
strangers as firms evolve from business case to paradoxical.
Proposition 3c: The relationship with cross-sector partners would evolve from more
philanthropic and transformational to a diverse set of relationships including philanthropic,
transactional and transformational relations as firms evolve from business case to paradoxical.
Proposition 3d: Firms’ organisational value frames co-evolve with their SAPs.
4.

Conclusion

This paper provided a current review of alliance portfolio and OVF literature in the corporate
sustainability context, developed the notion of sustainable alliance portfolios (SAPs) and demonstrated
how organisational value frames (OVFs) might impact configuration, management and development
of these portfolios. Overall, three propositions were developed describing the impact of two frames—
business case and paradoxical frames—on SAPs as summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Organisational Value Frames and Sustainable Alliance Portfolios: A Summary
of the Propositions.
Business case Frame

Paradoxical Frame

Low heterogeneity

High heterogeneity

Friends & acquaintances

Friends, acquaintances & strangers

Philanthropic & transactional

Philanthropic, transactional & transformational

SAP Structural Configuration
•

Homogeneity/

Heterogeneity
•

Relational Configuration

•

Relationship with Cross-

Sector Partners
SAP Management (functional
units)

Dedicated alliance function
Dedicated corporate
sustainability function

Integrated alliance management (collaborative
business model)

SAP Development: Co-evolution between the SAP & OVFs

This paper contributes to the scholarly conversation in three research areas: sustainability-oriented
partnerships (Lin and Darnall, 2014), OVFs (Le Ber and Branzei, 2011; Laasch, 2018) and alliance
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portfolios (Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Schmutzler et al., 2013). For instance, previous studies showed the role
of partner diversity on the development of proactive environmental strategies (Lin, 2012a); however, they
lacked an explanation of the origins and the extent of partner diversity, which this study brings forward.
While previous studies showed how partners’ value frames shift, fuse, or co-evolve at the partnership level
(Le Ber and Branzei, 2011; Klitsie et al., 2018), this study demonstrated how the value frames of a focal
firm co-evolve with their SAPs. Previous studies proposed that successfully managing SAPs helps the firm
address tensions between economic, environmental and social value creation and enhance sustainability
performance (Wassmer et al., 2017). This study went beyond by showing that the successful management
of SAPs is contingent on the focal firm’s value frames. A few studies highlighted the importance of
studying SAPs and provided evidence from specific empirical contexts such as the bottom of the pyramid
or environmental partnerships (Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Schmutzler et al., 2013; Wassmer et al., 2017).
Finally, the organisational cognition perspective is missing in the broader alliance portfolio literature.
Therefore, this paper also invites business and management scholars to engage in the cognitive roots of
alliance portfolio formation.
This study, however, is not without limitations. Due to its conceptual nature, the propositions
built are only a starting point for future research. First, future research should test the relationship
between SAP management and OVFs, demonstrating which departmental units are involved in
managing SAPs and to what extent OVFs impact this involvement. Such studies could be developed
through cross-sectional questionnaires. Future research should show whether the management
locations of SAPs impact different performance outcomes. The management of SAPs depends not only
on the location but also the extent of knowledge-sharing between different individuals that manage
alliances within the SAP, and the codification of this shared knowledge (Kauppila, 2015; Duysters et
al., 2012; Koza and Lewin, 2000). Hence learning and knowledge management perspectives can be
used to shed light on how these aspects are managed within the SAP (Dzhengiz, 2020).
Second, future research should demonstrate how OVFs impact the structural and relational
configuration and re-configuration of SAPs. Only a few studies have shed light on this area of SAP
development and change (Schmutzler et al., 2013; Gutiérrez et al., 2015; Dzhengiz, 2018; Dzhengiz and
Malik, 2020; Riandita, 2020). These studies can help us explain the inter-relationships between OVFs,
firm strategy and SAPs. In particular, longitudinal studies can be helpful to provide the co-evolutionary
nature of SAPs and OVFs.
Third, although out of the scope of this paper, the other area of research on alliance portfolios is
portfolio outcomes (Wassmer, 2008). Studies in this vein are increasing as the scholarly community
tries to understand the role of SAPs in performance (Albino et al., 2012). Future studies should
demonstrate how OVFs mediate the impact of SAPs on sustainability performance.
Fourth, this study proposed that the diversity in SAPs depend on OVFs. Moreover, it suggested
that those with business case frames, in comparison to those with paradoxical frames, would have less
heterogeneous SAPs. Future research should test the relationship between SAP configuration and
OVFs quantitatively.
Fifth, the development of partnership portfolios for sustainability appears to follow a pathdependency. As other studies have identified, firms are, indeed embedded into their already existing
ties with various organizations (Burchell and Cook, 2013). In addition to this relational embeddedness,
however, there is also the cognitive embeddedness. The cognitive biases and value homophily would
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affect the partnership formation process. Existing studies often highlighted the heterogeneity and
diversity of portfolios; however, the degree of heterogeneity has usually not received much
problematisation. Future research should take a critical approach to such portfolios and problematise
both the sustainability and the diversity assumption of these portfolios.
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